S u m m a r y . In th is p a p er, we give a pro o f of pro p o sitio n considered in privious one a n d s tu d y an o p tim al a d a p tiv e control.
I. -P R O O F O F P R O P O S IT IO N
From (1 1 6 ) th e tim es-derivative E can be w ritten as To show th a t Ac is H urw itz, let n-vector p Ỷ 0 and some A satisfy Acp = Xp. Therefore [10] pT{Á£p + PAc)p -2pTPpKe A 
(1-25) According to this given result from the condition (1-29) we obtain (1-25) which implies the sta te invariance of the plant.
T hus, the control w in the system (1.28) can be defined according to the conditions (1.27) we have (1.30) and (1.29). For the system (1.28) its control w defined so th a t the conditions (1.29) and (1.30) are always satisfied and is called the adaptive algorithm . I-n this case th e dynam ic process (1.28) is said to be adaptive control process which will be able to guanrantee the sta te invariance of the given plant
although there is the variance in its work condition. i.e. there will be (1 2 7 ). T hus, in the case when if there is the s ta te invariance of the plant then the vector -w will be p lan t p a ra m ete r error estim ation vector 
P roposition 3.

II. -T H E STA TE IN V A R IA N C E A D A P T IV E C O N T R O L V = pTPp, t > tc
where K is some positive definite lx 1-matrix
According to the Belm an dynam ic program procedure the extensive kinetic q u an tity A of the process is defined by 
Since the L ena-K um pati adaptive algorithm has to be defined on the basic of the condition for s ta te invariance of the p lan t, therefore according to (2.6), w ith (1 2 9 ) and (1.30), the optim al adaptive algorithm can be established as following.
T he control w in the dynam ic centralized process (1.28) of the plant (1.31) defined by (1.26), (1.29) and
is called the optim al adaptive algorithm if there exist some positive defined m atrices P, Q
and K such th a t the s ta te invariance of the given plant is derived although there is the variance in its work condition.
In the case, when the extensive Craxovski general work functional
is examined instead of the functional (2.3), w ith extensive kinetic q uantity A defined by r dJ dJ dq , . x = a i + ^r P (2' 3*> and with dq dp then the L ena-K um pati optim al adaptive algorithm has the shape (1.26), (1.29) and
(2.7*).
R = -Q~1vbTP
II.2. The extensive gradient adaptive algorithm
For given dynam ic centralized process (1.28) of the p lan t (1.31)
x -Acx + Bcu + ze find the control w which has to guarantee th e s ta te invariance of given plant.
Find it on the basic of the condition for the s ta te invariance (1.27), (1.29) of the plant.
According to first condition (1.29) for the p lan t invariance (1.27), i.e. according to
where W is extensive p a rt of Lyapunov energy of extended diam etral process, and Analyzing these conditions for the ad ap tab ility and treating dynam ic centralized and association equations of the plant, the adaptive algorithm s wich allow to construct the adaptive control system s which can guarantee the sta te invariance of the p lan t and therefore stabilized its dynam ic adaptive process, th a t has been shown by proposition 3, although there is the variance in its work condition, are established.
T he sim ulating results correspond to theoretical claims.
